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Editors’ Note 
 
This international seminar on Language Maintenance and Shift II is a continuation of the previous 
international seminar with the same theme conducted by the Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro 
University in July 2011. We do hope that the seminar with this theme can become a yearly program of the 
Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro University, as we see that this topic still needs our serious 
attention due to the inevitable impact of globalization on the life of indigenous languages. 
 
We would like to thank the seminar committee for putting together the seminar that gave rise to this 
collection of papers. Thanks also go to the head and secretary of the Master Program in Linguistics 
Diponegoro University, without whom the seminar would not have been possible. 
 
The table of contents lists all the papers presented at the seminar. The first five papers are those presented 
by invited keynote speakers. They are Prof. Dr. Hanna (Balai Bahasa Provinsi Sulawesi Tenggara, 
Indonesia), Prof. Dr. Bambang Kaswanti Purwo (Atma Jaya Catholic University, Indonesia), Dr. 
Sugiyono (Language Center, Indonesia), Peter Suwarno, Ph.D (Arizona State University), and Herudjati 
Purwoko, Ph.D (Diponegoro University).   
 
In terms of the topic areas, there are 33 papers on language maintenance, 24 papers on language learning, 
19 paper on sociolinguistics, 15 paper on pragmatics, 8 papers on discourse analysis, 8 paper on 
morphology, 2 papers on syntax, 2 papers on translation, 1 papers on psycholinguistics, 1 papers on 
phonology, and 1 papers on semantics.  
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PHONOLOGICAL PROCESS IN INDONESIAN SPEECH 
(CASE OF ASSIMILATION AND ELISION IN INDONESIAN) 
 
Agus Hari Wibowo 
Sebelas Maret University, Surakarta 
ahw@uns.ac.id 
 
Abstract 
 
This paper discusses the phonological process in the Indonesian speech, particularly on 
assimilation and elision. Assimilation is the influence exercised by one sound segment upon 
the articulation of another, so that the sounds become alike or more identical. Elision or 
deletion is loss or omission of segments or syllables. This phenomenon might be rooted from 
the fact that the speakers seem to have trouble pronouncing the words that have more than 
4 (four) more syllables. Therefore, this paper discusses; (1) the types of phonological 
processes frequently employed, (2) the typical vocabulary undergoing phonological 
processes, and (3) the causes of phonological process in the speech. The data are the 
Indonesian words which are obtained from the record of such speech as in seminar, lecture, 
sermon, and conversation among people.  
 
Key words: phonological processes, assimilation, elision, ease, rapid speech 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Phonology is the study of the sound system of languages. Phonological process is a common thing in 
phonology. Phonological process is the sound changes due to certain condition. The process involves 
changing from different to become the same i.e., assimilation, the change from similar to become 
different, i.e., dissimilation , the omission, and the change of the ordering of sounds (Lass, 1998). Among 
the types of phonological processes, assimilation and elision are very dominant. 
 
Articles on phonological process, particularly on assimilation, have been discussed by some 
linguists. Assimilation and error patterns in children early speech is examined by Dinsen, Barlow, and 
Morrissette (1997), in which fronting and place of articulation occur in the course of articulation. 
Assimilation in patterns of phonological assimilation in consonant clusters in Urban Jordanian Arabic is 
conducted by Zuraic and Zhang (2006) in which due to the direction, assimilation belongs to regressive. 
Meanwhile, concerning elision, elision of unstressed syllable is examined by Silva (1994). Consonant 
elision is readily observable in one of the English dialects of Atlanta. The elision of consonant loss 
sensitive to the prosodic domain is conducted by Harrison (2007). Vowel elision in Fante, a dialect 
spoken in Ghana, is conducted by Abakah (2004).  
 
This simple paper attempts to describe the phonological process spoken by Indonesian people, 
particularly on assimilation and elision. The examples are taken from note taking or hearing speech in 
seminar, lecture, sermons, watching people speak, or having conversation with people. The examples 
presented are the words that are frequently heard. This does not mean that all people produce the 
examples as presented. Rather, this paper describes the existing phenomenon that some people have 
different type of sound production. Actually it needs more thoroughgoing focus of research project to 
gain more examples. 
 
ASSIMILATION 
 
Assimilation is the influence exercised by one sound segment upon the articulation of another, so that the 
sounds become alike or more identical (Crystal, 1991: 28), or modification of sounds in order to make it 
more similar to some other sounds in its neighbourhood (Katamba, 1989: 80). Assimilation involves: 
palatalisation – the velar consonant is made partly in the palatal region, labialization (rounding), voice 
assimilation, place of articulation assimilation, manner of articulation assimilation, and nasalization 
(Katamba, 1989).  
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Due to the direction of assimilation, there are three kinds of assimilation, i.e., progressive, 
regressive and coalescent. Progressive assimilation is that one sound influences the following sound. 
Regressive assimilation is that one sound influences the preceding sound.  
 
Based on the observation and note, such words as konfirmasi, informasi, kompensasi undergo 
assimilation. In the examples, as the alveolar sound /n/ is influenced by labiodentals sound /f/, sound /n/ is 
pronounced /ɱ/ because sound /f/ is labiodental. This kind of assimilation belongs to regressive, where 
the sound is influenced by the following sounds. (Katamba, 1991). Besides regressive, this process is 
called place of articulation assimilation, because alveolar sound /n/ becomes labiodental nasal /ɱ/ to suit 
the following labiodental consonant /f/. The same case also applies to the word inventaris which is 
pronounced /iɱvəntaris/. 
 
An interesting fact is that, assimilation goes beyond the change of the sounds. In a unique case, it 
is not the change of alveolar to be labiodentals, but the change of alveolar nasal sound /n/ to become 
bilabial nasal sound /m/ and labiodentals fricative sound /f/ to become bilabial plosive /p/. In other words, 
there is a change of labiodentals to be bilabial. So the words konfirmasi and informasi are articulated as 
/kɔmpirmasi/ and /impɔrmasi/. 
 
The other interesting thing to analyze might be the addition of sound in such a way to suit the 
following sound.  When saying such the places beginning with /b/ as ‘Bali’ and ‘Bandung’, some people 
put /m/ before the words Bandung and Bali to pronounce /mbali/, /mbandunŋ/. If we talk in terms of 
phonological process, this might be classified as prosthesis -  insertion of initial segment (Lass, 1998). 
However, this is not purely insertion, as the insertion also pays into account of what is the following. 
Since the following sound is bilabial plosive /b/, what precedes this sound is bilabial nasal /m/. Referring 
to Clark and Yallop (199: 64) this is the case of nasalization, or prenasalisation – a component of nasal 
articulation occurs before, or in the initial part of the basic articulation of a segment.  In sum, assimilation 
takes place mostly related to the place of articulation assimilation.  
 
ELISION 
 
Elision or is sometimes called as deletion is loss or omission of segments or syllables. Sounds are so 
weakly articulated that they no longer have auditory significance, or they may be omitted altogether in the 
stream of running speech, particularly – but not exclusively – in causal or rapid speech (Clark & Yallop, 
1995: 90). It involves elision of the initial - aphaeresis, or internal - syncope, and final - apocope (Lass, 
1998: 187).  
 
Aphaeresis is initial deletion. The example is loss of /k/ before /n/ in knife. Syncope  is formative-
internal deletion. The example is /sεkritεri/ to become /sεkritri/. or when the last sound of the first word is 
the same with the first sound of the first word such as prime minister /praim/ /ministə/ becoming 
/praiministə/. This also happens in Indonesian in Mas Samin /mas/ /samin/ becoming /masamin/. 
Although this might lead to different perception, whether the name is /samin/ or /amin/. Apocope is final 
deletion. The example is the word  next /nkst/ which is pronounced /nks/ 
 
From the records obtained, the elision that are found can be classified into sound and syllable.  
Elision of syllable can be seen in the pronunciation of the words universitas and klasifikasi. The word 
universitas should actually be pronounced completely as /univərsitas/ and /klasifikasi/, but in given 
condition, some people say /unisitas/ and /klasikasi/. It means that there is loss of /ver/ and /fi/ 
respectively as can be seen in the the following table. 
 
Table 1. Syllable Elision 
 
Word Intended  pronunciation Factual pronunciation Case 
universitas /univəsitas/ /unisitas/ syllable /və/ elision 
klasifikasi. /klasifikasi/ /klasikasi/ syllable /fi/ elision 
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Besides syllable elision, sound elision are also common in the speech. The following table exhibits the 
elision of sounds /p/, /s/, and /r/. 
 
Table 2. Consonant Sound Elision 
 
Word Intended pronunciation Factual pronunciation Case 
psikologi /psikologi/ /sikologi/ sound /p/ elision 
psikomotorik  /psikomotorik/ /sikomotorik/ sound /p/ elision 
rekonstruksi /rekonstruksi/ /rekontruksi/ sound /s/ elision 
demonstrasi /demonstrasi/ /demontrasi/ sound /s/ elision 
ekspresionis /εkspresionis/ /εkpresionis/ sound /s/ elision 
ekspansi /εkspansi/ /εkpansi/ sound /s/ elision 
transmigrasi /transmigrasi/ /tranmigrasi/ sound /s/ elision 
transposisi /transposisi/ /tranposisi/ sound /s/ elision 
abstrak /abstrak/ /abtrak/ sound /s/ elision 
kompleks /komplεks/ /kɔmplεk/ sound /s/ elision 
modern /modərn/ /modən/ sound /r/ elision 
 
 
Loss of consonant /p/ 
In psikologi and psikomotorik, the words are initiated with sound /p/ but in the speech, some people miss 
that sound. So the words are pronounced as sikologi/ and sikomotorik/. This case might be influenced by 
the pronunciation of the original words which are originated from English ‘psychology’ and 
‘psychomotor’ which are pronounced /sʌikoɒlədƷi/ and /sʌikomotor/without sound /p/ at the initial.  
 
Loss of consonant /s/ 
Elision of consonant /s/ occurs in middle of the word as in /rekontruksi/, /demontrasi/, εkpresionis/, 
/εkpansi/, /tranposisi/, and /abtrak/, or in the final of the word as in /komplk/. In  saying /kɔmplk/ there 
is an elision, but when the person says kompleksitas, sound /s/ exists in the pronunciation. This aspect 
might be due to the complex syllabic structure of the word. 
 
Loss of consonant /r/ 
The last example is the sound /r/ elision as the word modern is pronounced /modən/. 
 
Elision also occurs on vowel. The existence of vowel /ɔ/ in an adjacent position results in the elision of 
one of the vowels. The word koordinasi should actuallybe pronounced as /kɔɔrdinasi/, but it is sometimes 
pronounced /kordinasi/, as can be seen in the following table. When the neighboring sounds are similar, 
sometimes one of the sounds changes to be less alike or different one – dissimilation (Crystal, 1991: 108). 
However, in this respect, one of the neighbouring vowels is omitted. We can see the example in the 
following table. 
 
Table 3. Vowel Sound Elision 
 
 
Word 
 
Intended pronunciation 
 
Factual pronunciation 
 
Case 
 
Koordinasi /kɔɔ rdinasi/ /kɔrdinasi Loss of vowel /ɔ/ 
    
 
 
CAUSES OF ASSIMILATION AND ELISION 
 
Based on the examples presented, the next step is trying to account for the phenomenon of assimilation 
and elision by relating to the phonological theory. This is carried out by comparing the phonological 
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theory of Indonesian and the other languages. The causes of assimilation and elision might be rooted from 
tendency of omitting some sounds and syllables, problems in pronouncing foreign words, problems of 
stressed or unstressed words, problems of aspirated and unaspirated syllables, rapid speech, ease of 
articulation, and complex consonant clusters. 
 
 Tendency of omitting sounds or syllables 
One aspect that causes elision is that the tendency of omitting some sounds and syllable. There is a 
tendency of Indonesian people, especially the Javanese to eliminate some sounds or syllables.  
In uttering such the places as Kartosuro, Pasar pon, Pasar Legi Pasar Gedhe, Indonesian people or 
particularly Javanese people say Tosuro, Saron, Sarlegi instead. Likewise, they say pronoun  jenengan 
(‘you’) instead of Panjenengan. The habit of omitting some sounds or syllable might contribute to elision 
process. 
 
 Problems of pronouncing foreign words 
Indonesian might have problems in pronouncing some words originating from foreign languages, 
particularly, the ones that have different phonological systems. In Islamic sermon, some people uttering 
some words from Arabic tend to omit the sounds or syllables. In pronouncing  Bismillah and Subhanallah 
rapidly, the people seem to miss syllable / bis/ and /ha/. So they say /subnallah/ and /smillah/. The same 
case happens in saying assalamu alaikum which should actually be pronounced /assalamualaikum/, but 
instead they say /salamualaikum/. 
 
 Problems of unstressed syllable in Indonesian 
In English, the stress has function to distinguish words having different word class. The word ‘abstract’, 
which is pronounced with the stress on the first syllable /’abstrakt/ is noun, but when the stress is on the 
second syllable/ab’strak/ it is verb. On the other hand, in Indonesian, there is no stress of the syllable. 
That is why some Indonesian people say the word abstrak  as /abtrak/. It might be due to the inexistence 
of syllable stress in Indonesian. 
 
 Problems of aspirated and unaspirated word 
In English some plosive consonants such as /p/, /k/, and /k/ followed by vowels undergo aspiration. 
Aspiration is usually symbolized with [h] (Crystal, 1991: 27). Phoneme /p/, /t/, and  /k/ appearing in the 
first syllable are aspirated. When they are preceded by /s/, they are not aspirated. So in pronouncing pay, 
team, car, they are aspirated [phεi], [thim], and [kha]. While in ‘spray’, ‘stone’, ‘sky’, they are not 
aspirated. In Indonesian, /p/, /t/, and /k/ are not aspirated in any situation, so this might be the factor of 
elision.  
 
 Rapid Speech 
In certain condition such as in lecture, as the information should be given in a rapid pace, there is a 
requirement to speak rapidly. Rapid speech might one thing that contributes to elision (Clark & Yallop, 
1995).  
 
 Ease of articulation 
Rapid speech and ease of articulation are closely related, in the sense that a speaker of a language tend to 
speak as easily as he can. The speaker tends to increase the ease of articulation, that is, to make it easier to 
move the articulator (Fromkin & Rodman, 1993, Lass, 1998). Of course a speaker of a language will 
adapt his or her nature articulation of his or her native language. The ease of articulation is employed in 
assimilation. In the example of nasal assimilation of /nf/ to become /ɱf/ or /ɱv/, there is a natural and 
easy way to adapt alveolar /n/ to become labiodentals nasal /ɱ/  
 
 Complex consonant clusters 
English and Indonesian have nearly the same syllable structure.  
The syllabic structures of English involve: V → ah CV → saw, go VC → eat, up CVC → cat, mad CCV 
→ play, stay VCC → apt, end CCVC → stop, brought CCVCC → stopped, plant CCCV → stray, screw 
CCCVCC → strand (Catford, 1995). 
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Similarly, the syllabic structure of Indonesian are:  
V → a-mal, VC → ar-ti, CV → pa-sar, CVC → pak-sa, CVCC → teks-til, kon-teks, CVCCC → korps, 
CCV → slo-gan, CCVC → trak-tor, CCCV → strategi,  CCCVC → struk-tur, in-struk-si, CCVCC → 
kom-pleks (Alwi, H., Dardjowidjojo, S., Lapoliwa, H. & Moeliono, A. M., 2003: 77) 
 
Complex structure of syllable results in difficulty of pronunciation. Syllables consisting of more complex 
consonant cluster will make it difficult to pronounce in a complete way. Accordingly, some sounds or 
syllables might not be spoken. 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
Phonological processes which involve assimilation and elision are unavoidable in the language, including 
Indonesian. Both types of phonological processes are predominantly employed in the speech. 
Assimilation is done in adopting different aspect of sound to become similar or alike in certain aspects. 
Place of articulation assimilation is the popular one. This is due to the fact that some Indonesian words 
are originated from foreign languages, which automatically follow the sound system of the origin. When 
the sound system is different, it results in problem in pronunciation. Therefore the foreign words or words 
originating from the languages other than Indonesian undergo assimilation and elision.  In addition, in 
rapid speech, speakers tend to simplify the pronunciation by omitting not only the sounds but also 
syllable. Complex consonant in syllabic structure might also be the cause of elision. The ease of 
articulation is also another factor of assimilation and elision. 
 
This paper is quite preliminary, trying to explain the existing phonological phenomena in connection with 
the phonological theory. It, actually, needs more data and examples to account for more valid discussion 
and argumentation.   
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